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 Along with the reform of higher education, making the process of university
graduation design more standardized, scientific and information-based has
become an important issue. And as the final stage of using a summary practicing
teaching means in the teaching process, graduation design attract more
attentions. Through graduation design, the students can comprehensively use
various theoretical knowledge and skills, and conduct full range of systematical
and strict technology and basic ability practice.   This dissertation discusses the
design and implementation of a Graduation Project Management System which is
based on the SSH (Struts+Spring+Hibernate) architecture. And this dissertation
mainly introduces and studies some technology which are involved in the
Graduation Project Management System based on J2EE framework. During the
process of system analysis, this issue analyzes the general process of high
school Graduation Project Management at the very beginning, and then study the
needs of this system. Additionally, the dissertation generalizes four applications
for system information platform, which are named Choosing Management,
Communication Management, Data Storage and User Management, based on
needs analysis. Finally, through process analysis, needs analysis and function
analysis, we design a Graduation Project Management System based on J2EE
framework.    The system is divided into two main modules: Topic Selection
module and Communication module, during which analyzing and designing the
module of Topic Selection module is the focus of this dissertation. The Topic
Selection module mainly defines the operations of teachers and students:
including the releasing, deleting and editing of subjects, checking the status,
searching and selecting subjects, and etc. Communication module focuses on
providing a communication platform for the teachers and students; it covers the
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